
BELIEVE



Festivals



What do you do when your beliefs are
challenged by strong evidence? 

Do you reconsider?  

Or do you double down?



BELIEVE
Starring Hope Bloxham & Peter SteadWritten, Directed & Produced by Peter Stead

Sound by Ruud Hermans Runtime 13 mins



Logline

A collection of Sean’s last recordings document him as he tries, 
increasingly desperately, to prove that his flat is not haunted.

 

Synopsis
 Sean films blinking lights in his bathroom and captures a shadowy figure in the mirror. Afterwards, he  

talks to camera to invite plausible non-supernatural explanations for this, to prove his ex-girlfriend,
who believes in ghosts, wrong.

 
However, when his neighbour complains about noise from his flat during the night, he decides to try to

capture it on audio. When he plays this back, he finds a demonic-sounding voice.
 

The last shot is of him entering his bathroom again, where the lights and his torch flicker - and the
same voice booms even more clearly. 

 



Origins 

‘Believe’ is my third horror short, but is the first which employs the classic techniques of found
footage - improvised acting, ‘resource filmmaking’ and minimalism.

 
Shot mainly in my flat on a DSLR, handheld or balanced on a stack of books, and edited on my

tablet, with no script or shot list, this organic approach has shaped the story with a relatable
naturalism and builds dread in a subtle, intelligent way.

 
We hope to scare, but also inspire you. 



Ruud Hermans - Sound 

Ruud is an experienced and versatile composer and sound designer, based
in Haarlem, NL. His credits include features such as The Way to Paradise
and short films for which he has won awards and international recognition. 

Hope Bloxham - Rebecca

Peter Stead - Sean - Writer/Director/Producer

Hope is a natural and powerful performer. A recent graduate of Royal
Holloway, she quickly made her mark in short films Cold Hill and In My
Mind and stage play 00:00 Zero Hundred Hours.

Primarily a screenwriter, Peter wrote the script for the award-winning
Dutch short Bijltjesdag (Day of Reckoning). He has other scripts in
development and is also increasingly turning to directing, producing and
acting. 

http://ruudhermans-composer.com/
http://ruudhermans-composer.com/
https://www.hatchtalent.co.uk/hope-bloxham
https://petersteadwriter.wordpress.com/


Praise 

“I really enjoyed Believe…I liked the lo-fi aesthetic and
the continued use of new video formats as it develops.

 
- Ryan Hogan - Director of Cost of Living 

“Make a feature of this!!!  This is so creepy. The acting
is great. Ruud's sound design - I think he's been to hell

and back. This is stellar.”
 

- Akash Sunethkumara, Director of The Friend
(currently on Crypt TV) 



BELIEVE
https://petersteadwriter.wordpress.com/believe/


